
CHAPlER 3
SURVIV

GOAL

To impress upon students the value of survival kits and the need to carry
them.

OBJECTIVES

The students will be able to:

I. Pell where a survival kit should be located.

2. Iell the differences between a personal survival kit and a
comfort kit.

3. I ist the three requirements for the contents of a personal
survival kit.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

Instructor should have a variety of survival kits and survival kit items on dis-
play. The St pplies to Buy list shows materials needed for student kit assem-
bly. A magk marker or other means of labeling the kits with the students'
names is also needed.

PRESENTATION PLAN

This is a hands-on lesson. First show some kits and contents and hold a brief

discussion on survival kits 1vs. comfort kits!. Then ask students to assemble
personal survival kits.

%HAT IS A SURVIVAL KIT.

Display sun~val kit items,

A personal,utvival kit is a set of items that a person uses to survive an emer-
gency. A pe> sonal survival kit IS NOT A SURVIVAL KIT UNLESS IT IS ON
YOU! It must be small enough to fit in a pocket. Soli children, who do not
have pockets big enough to hold a survival kit, can use a waterproof pouch
with a string attached to it so the kit goes around the neck. The survival kit
container sl ould be as waterproof as possible.
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A comfort kit is a set of items that can assist in an emergency. Some people
call it a survival kit but it is not located on the body. A comfort kit may be in
a backpack or on a boat, and can easily be lost in the woods or go down with
the boat  where it will not be of any help!.

The contents of a survival kit are very important. It is impossible to include
every item that may be needed in a survival situation, hence decisions have
to be made, The Survival Kit Items list. includes things from which to choose.
Care must be taken in deciding which items to include. Ask students to
guess the three essential ingredients in a survival kit;

1. Shelter: garbage bags, emergency space blankets,
nylon cord or twine.

2. Signals: mirror, whistle, surveyor tape, flares,
cyalume lightstick.

3. Personal health considerations: medications,

bug repellent.

The items in a survival kit vary depending on personal needs, the season,
and where it will be used. Fveryone's survival kit will be different. Discuss
how a hiker's survival kit might differ from a boater's survival kit. Discuss
how survival kit items could be used.



SURVIVAl KIT CONTAINKRS

Survival kit containers vary but should meet two
criteria:

~ S!nail

~ Waterproof  or semi-waterproof!

Discuss various options � ziploc freezer bags, plastic soap containers, water-
proof pouches, bandage boxes, etc.

BUII.DING A SURVIVAl KIT

While discussing survival kit items and containers, hand out the survival kit
items for the student kits. Begin with the pint size ziploc bags. Have each stu-
dent put his or her name on the bag with a magic tnarker  the kits wi'll all

look similar out in the field!,

Have students work together to dispense items. Working together will be a
little chaotic but fun for the students. Two students can cut lengths of twine 2
times their outstretched arm. Let them know that they may add other items
to their kit as long as they fit in the kit. Also tell them about any restrictions
against item.; such as knives.

In addition to a survival kit, a wool or polypropylene hat is essentia .l. An

eight-inch hunting knife is nice to have but may not be appropriate for
younger children.

Survival ICit



SURVIVAl KIT PKMS

~ Shelter

~ Signals

~ Health

~ Food and water

~ Fire and light
� Flint starter kit

� Waterproof flashlight
� Candles

~ Tools

� Compact pocket saw
� Duct tape
� Cable snares or small gauge wire
� Fish line

� Fish hooks

� Magnetic compass
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.hese things are essential for
the survival ki',

~ Shelter

� Two large I ilastic garbage
bags or i ube tent.

� Nylon parachute cord or
strong twine �0 feeL!

~ SignaLs
� Signal min oi
� Whistle

� Surveyor t;ipe
� Heavy duty aluminum foil
� Magnesiuni fire starter
� Matches  waterproof and

windprooo
� Fire starting materials

 waxed wood!

~ Tools

� Sturdy pot kct knife
or hunting knife

~ Personal Health

� Prescription drugs if
necessai y

Remember that
a good insuiative hat
is essential!

Consider taking these things along, either in your survival kit or some-
where on your body.

� Wool hat

� Thermal foil blanket  space blanket!
� Rain suit  Iacket and pants!
� Plastic sheeting
� Extra clothes

� Bnghtly colored cloth

� Cyalurne chemical hght sticks
� Extra aluminum foil, heavy duty
� Battery powered EPIRBs  Emergency Vosinon Indicating Radio Beacons!
� Emergency strobe lights
� Fluorescent water dyes

� Bandaids

� Compresses  for bleeding!
� Triangular bandage
� Chapstick
� Aspirin
� Disintectant

� Insect repellent
� Personal items: feminine hygiene supplies, vitamins, etc,

� Chocolate bars and hard candies

� Instant cocoa

� Packaged water
� Water purification tablets  iodine or Halazone!
� Ziploc freezer bags  for holding food and water!
� Fruit bars

� Powdered bouillon  salt free!

� Coffee or herbal tea



SUPPLIES TO BLN

$4.50 for a box of 20

$1.95 for 50 feet

$2.59 per package

$4.00-7.00 each, OR

$1.50 per package of four
$1.50 per package
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The instructor or students should buy these supplies for making survival kits, Prices are included.
Items ar available at variety stores such as Fred Meyer.

~ Container

� Zipioc bags, one-pint freezer bags, one per student $2.59 for a box of 25

~ Shelter

� Heax v weight garbage bags, two per student
� Nylon parachute cord, three to six feet per student

~ Signals
� VAistle, one per student $2.00 each
� Surveyor tape, yellow or orange, two to four feet per student $3.00 per roll
� Alun tinum foil $4.00 per box

~ Food

� Hard candy, one or two pieces per student

~ Fire

� Magnesium fire starter or flint starter, one for each group
of four for the outdoor practical

� Waterproof matches, one box per student
� Fire starting materials  waxed wood, such as "fire sticks"!

The follo~~~ng materials are nice to have but are not essential for this class.

Signal mirror, small plastic  hard to find! or glass, one per student.
First-aid supplies
High energy food
Candles  can be shared!

Flint box  fire starter!

Cyah>me chemical light sticks  for night signals!
Pocket knife

Compact pocket saw
Fish fine and hooks



SURVIVAl KIT QUIZ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~
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After raining and blowing for the last two weeks it has finally cleared up. You, your brother, and
your dad have decided to head out and hunt for the day, You tell mom where you are going but
once out on your boat you all decide to go to another bay.

You' ve been hunting the low muskegs all morning with no luck, Your brother and you decide to hike up the
mountainside. Dad decides to stick around the muskeg. You agree to rendezvous in three hours, and leave your
backpacks at your temporary camp because you don't want. to pack them up the mountain.

You and your brother recognize that you are lost and must survive the night in the woods. You inventory your situ-
ation and the equipment and resources you have.

List d below are l.5 items. You can have only 10 of them between the two of you. You must decide which 10 would
be the best to have and prioritize the items.

Necessary
 mark 10 items!

Priority Rating
 rate top 10:
I highest rating
10 lowest rating!

Space blanket

Cigarette lighter

2 garbage bags

Extra wool socks

Deer call

Aluminum foil

Jerky

Flashlight

Cigarettes

2 wool hats

Flask of koolaid

Surveyor tape

Compact saw or
8" hunting knife

Set of keys

Magnesium fire
starter

Steel wool

Hal Way up the mountain you spot a deer. Your brother shoots and injures it and the two of you begin following the
trail of blood. After several hours you give up on finding the deer, You look around and realize that you are not sure
where you are, It is getting late and you are overdue for your rendezvous with your dad. You do not know which
direction to go to get back. Your hand-held radio is in your backpack back at camp, It is now too dark to hike out.



SURVIVAL KIT QUIZ: WITH ANSWERS

After raining and blowing for the last two weeks it has finally cleared up. You, your brother, and
your dad have decided to head out and hunt for the day. You tell mom where you are going but
once out. on l our boat you all decide to go to another bay.

You' ve been lntnting the low muskegs all morning with no luck. Your brother and you decide to hike up the
mountainside. Dad decides to stick around the muskeg. You agree to rendezvous in three hours, and leave your
backpacks at your temporary camp because you don't want to pack them up the mountain.

Halfway up the mountain you spot a deer. Your brother shoots and injures it and the two of you begin following the
trail of blood. After several hours you give up on finding the deer. You look around and realize that I ou are not sure
where you ar . It is getting late and you are overdue tor your rendezvous with your dad. You do not know which
direction to go to get back. Your hand-held radio is in your backpack back at camp. It is now too dark to hike out.

You and your brother recognize that you are lost and must survive the night in the woods. You inventory your situ-
ation and the equipment and resources you have.

Listed below are 15 itetns. You can have only 10 of them between the two of you. You must decide which 10 would
be the best to have and prioritize the items.

Priority Number

2, 3, 4

Necessary

2, 3, 4

2, 3, 4

5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Jerky

Flashlight

Cigarettes

2 wool hats

Flask of koolaid

Surveyor tape

5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Compact saw or
8" hunting knife 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Set of keys

Magnesium fire
starter 10

Steel wool

Space blankei

Cigarette lighter

2 garbage bags

Fxtra wool sc,cks

Deer call

Aluminum 1'oil

Priority ratings may vary from person to per-
son, and ratings can be debated. Getting the 10
necessary items and the top four priority items
are most important. To protect the body from
further heat loss, a wool hat, insulative socks,
and plastic bag or space blanket for shelter are
the four priority items. A knife or compact saw
is necessary for building a shelter. Putting up
sigtmls, and collecting food and water come
after establishing a good shelter, The priority
rating for the non-essential itetns depends on
the situation and location. Note that fire start-

ing material is nice to have, but survival is pos-
sible without fires.
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� CHAPTER ~
COlO W4[KI, .g g+ SKIllS
ClASSR

GOAI.

To understand the effects of accidental immersions in cold water, and how to
survive a cold water emergency.

OBjECTIVKS

The students will be able to:

1. Lisl the two factors that determine how long a person
will survive in water.

2. Explain why it's best not to try swimming to shore.

3, Explain why it's best to stay with the boat.

'I. Demonstrate how to put on and use all PI Ds.

5. Tell why it's important never to attempt a swim rescue on
a drowning victim.

MATERIAlS ANI| EQUIPMENT

1. Video: It Could Have Been PreverttetI, and videocassette
recorder and TV. Videos can be purchased or bor-
rowed from the University of Alaska Marine Advisory
Program or the Alaska Sea Grant College Program  see
Reference section for addresses!.

2. Optional videos: Hypothermia and Cold Water Neat
Drowmng,

3. Type I, II, IlI, IV, and V Personal Flotation Devices
  PFDs!.

4. Photocopies of Cold Water Survival Skills Quiz.

5. Reading: Hypothermia



PRESENTATION PLAN

This section includes a classroom lecture and discussion, It Could Have Been
Prevented video, a demonstration of personal flotation devices and an oppor-
tunity for the students to put on the PFDs, and the Cold Water Survival Skills
quiz,

This lesson should be followed with the in-water pool PFD practical or the
harbor survival suit practical  Chapters 5 and 6!. The optional videos can be
reviewed later,

TEACHING TIP

Instructor should be familiar with water safety flotation equipment and feel
comfortable discussing the advantages and disadvantages of each PFD type.
INTROOUCTION

Alaskans spend a lot of time on or arouncl the water either fishing, hiking,
beachcombing, or traveling by air or boat. Ask students if they can swim,
and ask those who can swtm how often they swim in a pool and in local wa-
ters,

Hazards of local waters include:

~ Currents from tides and in rivers

~ Weather, such as wincl and waves, rain

~ Cold tempera ures

~ Debris, such as logs, deadheacls, kelp

Ask how many have accidentally fallen into the water near where they live.
Ask how it felt, Answers will include: it is cold, you panic or are scared,
you' re gasping for air, etc.

Discuss how they end up in the water. Answers include: fall off the dock, tall
off the boat, boat overturns.

Ask students what their options are when they end up in the water.  Write
these on the board.!

i /hscue yourself'
' Be rescued

DROWNINGS IN AULSKA'S WATERS

Alaska's drowning rate is ten times the national average, and is a leading
cause of accidentaI death in rural Alaska.

Alaska drowning statistics:
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~ 05% occur during recreational outings  not just big fish-
ing boats!,

~ 50;o of the involved boats are skiffs.

:Vlany people drown in Alaska because they:

~ Spend more time on or around water.

~ Can't swim, because most small towns don't have swim-

ming pools to leam in.

~ Cold water causes hypothermia.

~ No PFDs, responsible for half of recorded deaths.

~ People with PFDs do not wear them.

~ Approximately 50% have been drinking alcohol.

~ Don't know water rescue skills.

PIKVKNTING OROWNING

Flow can we reduce the drowning rate and increase chances of survival in
cold water?

~ Use proper PFDs whenever on or around water.

~ Know rescue and self-rescue skills.

~ Prevention: stay out of the water.

What are the two factors that determine how long you will survive in cold
ivater?

1. Flotation. This is best provided by Personal Flotation De-
vices  PFDs!. Several types are covered in this lesson.

2. Insulation. Any water below 80' can cause hypothermia
 almost all waters in Alaska!. Thermal protection is
provided by PFDs, clothes, rain gear, etc.

SRf-RESCLIK

We can help save ourselves by wearing proper flotation and insulative
clothes,

Tell the students that if the boat is sinking, they should let it sink under
them. If the boat is going down and there is time, put on a PFD, a warm hat,
and warm clothes.

  lothes, including boots, will not drag a person down in the water and can
provide valuable insulation. Layers of clothing also trap air, which can pro-
i~de more buoyancy. Body warmth and energy are lost when boots and
clothes are taken off in the water, and susceptibility to hypothermia is in-
creased. Search and Rescue Divers often find dead bodies in the water by fol-



lowing the trail of discarded clothes. The water in boots or clothes does not
weigh more than the surrounding water.

When it is necessary to enter the water, enter slowly to avoid cold water
shock. Try to keep as much of the body as possible out of the water to mini-
mize heat loss.

If a boat is overturned or partially under water, stay with it. Ask student.s why
this is true.

l. It will help you float.

2. It will be more visible to rescuers.

3, Rescuers will search the course

the boat was taking.

Rule: When in the water, protect high heat-loss areas: head,
neck, armpits, sides, and groin.

Rule: Assume the H.E.L.P. or HucMle position depending
on the situation.

Have students demonstrate the H.I'.L.P. or I-Iuddle positions while wearing
PI.Ds.

Rule: Attempt to float an~ to minimize heat loss
unti l rescue.

HudcR1e Position
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'iI.E.L.P. Position

SURVIVAl TIMES IN COlO WATER

Discuss survival times in relation to water temperature
and the types of flotation used.

Children, who have less fat and higher surface area to
oody mass ratios than adults, cool of'f much more
quickly than adults. A mar< of average build will be
nelpless from hypothertnia  subnormal body tempera-
.ure! at '1] 'F 15 "C! after 10 to 60 minutes if he is wear-

.ng thick corn entional clothing. Thin men or those

.lressed in light clothing will become hypothermic
more quickly. A woman of comparable size will usually
ool at a slow< r rate than a man.

Although a body swimming in cold water produces
,almost three times as much heat as an immobile body,
.his additiona< heat is lost to the water because of in-

-reased blood circulation to the arms, legs, and skin,
Because a swimming person cools 35% faster than
when still, it is hetter to float quietly in a H.F,L,P. or
nuddle position or cling to the boat or flotsam.

The chart to t1ie right gives average survival times. Indi-
viduals vary greatly in response to cold water. The sur-
vival times in the chart include long time periods
during which the individuals are unconscious and un-
able to help themselves.

Ask students if they should try to swim to shore, The
answer is in most cases NO. Iri cold water a person can

HypothertNLt ~crt~ MA~
'Equiptnmt Increase'SttrvtvaI Tmie ...'.. ':, ' .

: . Pzedictg+qii+
.Tmie ~J..'

'- --in50'F~t;..

%lth R1t AOtattoit device VYQAl

TI eading water

Kith personal Hotation deme
 e.g., vest or collar-tyje PF93

SwimtnBlg

HoMing stiR:
H.F.'.L.P. position
Hu~g with ~; =.:;,.

%'ith ~the~ j~~oi .

Tnsu4tcd A~lori jacitet,
' ' ~t-!".- ':,::.';;::;

swim only '/<o the distance he or she can swim in a nice
warm pool, For example, a person who can swim 10
laps in a pool can swim only the one lap length in 35'
water. Swimming activity results in a loss of heat, and
hypothermia will set in and lead to a quicker death.



PERSONAL FLOTATION DEVICES  PFDs!

Demonstrate the different kinds of PFDs by putting them on. Have students
put on the PFDs also.

PFDs approved by the U,S. Coast Guard:

Type I. Offshore Life Jacket. It provides great buoyancy, and tends to turn
an unconscious victim face up, But it is bulky, and has very little tnsulat ion.
Because of the bulkiness people usually don't wear them.

Type II. Nearshore Buoyant Vest. This is a typical life vest. It will keep the
head and neck out of the water on unconscious people. The Type II has very
little insulation.

Type III, Vest or Float Coat, These are generally the most comfortable., and
they are buoyant. Of the two, the float coat has more buoyancv and more
insulation, There are many different styles to choose from,

Type IV. Ring Buoy or Seat Cushions. They are used to toss to someone for
rescue.

Type V. Overalls, These are sitni!ar to a survival suit but much more com-
fortable to work in. They provide excellent insulation and buoyancy, al-
though they are not as insulative as a sur~~vaf suit.

Survival suit. This provides buoyancy and insulation. A person can survive
in cold water for up to 2& hours  maybe more! in a survival suit.

In addition to the Coast Guard-approved PFDs, there are inflatable devtces
not approved by the Coast Guard. These include the inflatable suspenders or
the Stormy Seas jackets, which are used by many seafarers who do not like
the bulkiness of Coast Guard-approved PFDs. Remember: These devices do
not replace Coast Guard-approved PFDs � they only supplement them.

Discuss the different types of PFDs and have students demonstrate how, to
put them on correctly. The best PFD is the one a person wears a PFD will
not do any good if a person goes into the water without it.

Questions to ask about your PFD

~ Is it Coast Guard approved?

~ Does it still fit?

~ Does it still work?  Old PFDs lose their fioatabilit.!

~ Have you tried it out in the water?

Survival items that can be put into or attached to PFD include a survival kit,
whistle, mirror, strobe light, signals, etc.



Type I.Offshore Life Jac Type II.
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Survival suit

~ Hands are going up and dew.

Type V.

Coveralls.

RESCUING OTHERS

 Write on board!

RAQC/l, 7AfAGD, OfKf 7'!

MAMA'7 6A!

Never attempt a water rescue on a drowning victim. Attempt a rescue with-
out getting into the wate~.

Why> It is too easy to become the second victim,

~ A panicked victim may cling to you and pull you under,
resulting in a double drowning.

~ You may both die of hypothermia.

~ Water dangers may kill both of you  such as currents!.

A drowning victim may not be able to hear, see, or respond.

~ His head may be going in and out of the water, so he may
not be able to see.

~ If he goes into shock or hyperventilates, he may not be
able to scream.



I irst, attempt <o REACH the victim. Discuss items that can be used in
dil'ferent circumstances.

~ Long pole

~ Oar

~ Gafl hook

~ Clothing

~ Fishing pole

~ Fishing buoy with line

Or, THROW anything that provides flotation, such as styrofoam, water jug,
cushion, etc.

Then TOW if you can pull the victim in. While centering your weight on
l our back foot, pull the victim toward you with a slow and steady move-
ment. Demonstrate with student as victim, and teacher as rescuer,

Remember: To provide reassurance, yell to the victim and let him or her
know what you are doing.

Ask students what they should do if they don't have anything to throw and
can't get to the victim.

1 f there are two people, one should run for help and the other watch the vic-
tim. If there is only one person, he or she should mark the location and run
d'or help. It is important to attempt a rescue or go for help. A cold-water-near-
drowning victim may look drowned, but could be resuscitated successfully.
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Have you ever thought what it's like
to suddenly plunge into cold water?
Sudden immersion in cold water
causes a severe shock to your body.
The first reaction is often an involun-
tary gasping for breath � which can
result in drowning if your head is
under watei at the time.

If you avoid drowning, hypothermia
is your next concern. Very simply,
hypothermia is a lower-than-normal
body temperature, Cold water can
conduct heat away from your body
25 times faster than co d air. Within
10-15 minutes, the temperature in
your body's core � the brain, heart,
lungs and other vital organs be-
gins to cool.

Your body responds by trying to
keep as much heat as possible in
the core. TI-e flow of b ood to the
arms and legs is dramatically re-
duced. Your body tries to generate
more heat by shivering and other
involuntary muscle movements. In a
very short time, you lose the ability
to move your arms and egs.

Shivering is unlikely to produce
enough heat to balance the heat lost
to the cold water. Your body has only
limited, readily available energy re-
serves, and survival depends on
making those reserves last as long
as possible If its core continues to
cool, your body gives up its attempt
to produce heat. Shivering stops. As
the brain cools, its functions become
impaired. You will probably become
very confused; you may even resist
efforts by others to assist you. Your
muscles will become increasingly
rigid. You will be almost completely
unable to help yourself.

If your body continues to cool, you
will lapse into unconsciousness. You
may appear already dead: there
may be no signs of heartbeat or
breathing, because these functions
slow dramatically. Death actually
occurs after your heart cools to
about 77'F and stops beating, al-
though there are cases where
people with body core temperatures
less than 77 F have survived.

Hold your arms
to your chest to
trunk of your bod
heat loss.

How fast does all of this occur? The
answer depends on many factors,
such as water temperature, your age
and physical condition, how you
behave while in the water, the
amount of insulation provided by
your clothing and your menta atti-
tude. Under the worst circum-
stances, you may lapse into
unconsciousness in 30 minutes or
less; you could be dead in less than
an hour.

However, you can take certain steps
to extend your survival time and in-
crease your chances of being res-
cued. Many of these steps will help
your body to conserve energy and
retain heat in the core area.

I Use some means of flotation so
you don't have to use energy to
keep yourself afloat. Treading water
and swimming can increase your
body's heat loss by as much as 35
percent. The best means of staying
afloat is a personal flotation device
 PFD!. You should test it in a
nonemergency situation to be sure
that it fits properly and comfortably.

ti Even the very best PFD is ineffec-
tive if it doesn't accompany you into
the water. The only way to be sure
that you will have it when you need it
is to wear it at all times while on or
near the water.

t Keep as much of your body out of
the water as possible. This is espe-
cia ly true of your head and neck. As
much as 50 percent of your body's
heat loss occurs in these areas. A
hat or hood can help protect these
critical areas.

t Climbing onto a capsized boat or
f oating debris is better than remain-
ing in cold water. Otherwise,
huddling together with others in the
water helps everyone conserve
heat.

I Some PFDs provide better insula-
tion from co d water than others.
Generally, a vest provides more in-
sulation than a collar-type device.
Full PFD jackets, especially those
equipped with a hood, can extend
your survival time by protecting most
of the core area of your body. Fully
insulated flotation suits or coveralls
offer the best protection.



Hypothermia Chart

Hypothermia Symptoms and First Aid Procedures*

~ Shivering; cold hands and feet.

~ Still alert and able to help self

~~ Numbness in lirribs, loss of dexterity,
clumsiness.

~ Pain fram cold.

I=irst Aid

~ Noticeable muscular rigidity.

First Aid

~ Primary task is to prevent further
heat loss and enable the body ta
rewarm itself.

First Aid

~ Apply gentle heat source to stabilize
body temperature

~ Exercise victim to generate heat.

~ Keep victim warm for several hours,
keep head and neck covered.

~ Shivering may decrease or stop.

First Aid
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II Your clothing can also help float
and insulate you. Clothing traps air.
f you find yourse f in the water with-
out a PFD, the air trapped in your
i:lathing may be sufficient to float
you for a while. Don't make the mis-

Iake of struggliiig to get out of your
i-.lathing: this dr ves out the air, in-
i:reases your body's heat loss and
wastes precious energy.

lt YOu are nat a Survivar until yau are
i escued. Equip your PFD with items
that will help you attract attention.
Reflective tape and a flashing light,
both secured high on your PFD, will
make you more visible. A plastic
whistle can be effective in drawing
the attention of passing boaters or
iescue personriel You might also
i:arry srna I aeria flares and orange
:;moke canisters, a I of which are
ieadily available at marine suppliers.
I hese items should be secured to
your PFD with a cord long enough

MILD SYMPTOMS
I Body core temperature 97-93'F!

~ Give warm, sweet drinks � no alcohol!

MODERATE SYMPTOMS
 Body core temperature 93-90'FJ

~ Same as above, except limit exercise.

~ Offer sips of warm, sweet liquids only
if wctim is ful y conscious, has bagman
to rewarm, and is able to swal ow. No
alcohol!

~ Have victim checked by doctor.

so that you can use them. Remem-
ber that in cold water you wi I quickly
lose the use of your hands and fin-
gers so get these items out and pre-
pared for use soon after you enter
the water.

SEVERE SYMPTOMS
 Body core temperature 90-82'F!

~ Shivering has decreased or stopped

~ Confusion, abnormal behavior, loss of
reasoning and recall.

~ Victim appears drunk; very clumsy,
slurs speech, denies problem and
may resist help.

~ Victim semiconscious to unconscious

~ Victim is in serious trouble � keep
continuous watch over victim.

~ Obtain medical assistance or advice
as soon as possible.

~ Treat as for shock � lay victim down,
elevate feet slightly, keep immobile.

~ Apply external mild heat to head,
neck, chest and groin; keep tempera-
ture fram dropping, but avoid toa rapid
a temperature rise.

~ Na food or drink � no alcohol!

~ Transport soon, but gently, to hospital.

I If you have taken these precau-
tions � you can � and indeed
must � assume that you will survive.
Maintaining a positive attitude can
often make the difference between
life and death in such situations.

CRITICAI SYMPTOMS
 Body core temperature below 82" F!

~ Victim is unconscious and may appear
dead.

~ Little or na apparent breathing.

~ Pulse slow and weak, or no pulse
found.

~ Skin cold, may be bluish-gray in color

~ Eyes may be dilated,

~ Body is very rigid.

~ Dan't give up! Always assume patient
is revivable.

~ Handle with extreme care,

~ Tilt the head back ta open the
airway � look, listen, and feel for
breathing and pulse for one to two full
minutes.

~ If there is any breathing or pulse, no
matter how faint or slow, do not give
CPR, but keep close watch on vital
sign changes.

~ Stabilize temperature with external
heat sources; try skin-ta-skin, chest-to-
back warming lleave legs alone! and/
or exhale in victim's face and in unison
with his/her breathing.

~ lf no breathing or na pulse is detected
for one to twa minutes, begin CPR

immediately.
~ Medical help is imperatlve-

hospitalization is needed.



~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

1, 'vVhat are the two factors that determine how long you wi11 survive in cold water?

2. [f your boat goes down and you can barely see the shore you should try to swim to shore.

True or False  circle correct answer!

3. If you can swim you should swim out to a drowning victim to try to save him or her.

True or False  circle correct answer!

0, Ifyou are by yourself in the water, use the
 H.E.L.P., Huddle!

position,

5. A float coat is a type III Personal Flotation Device.

True or False  circle correct answer!

b. If your skiff overturns and is still floating you should  check the correct answer!:

7. List four reasons why Alaska has so many drowning victims,

8. All waters in Alaska are so cold that being in any Alaska water for a while can lead to

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~t 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~~ I ~ ~ ~ OO ~

COED WATER SURVIVAl SKIU.S QUIZ

Student Name

swim to shore

stay with the boat



COLD WAR SURVIVAL SKILLS QUIZ

a, rescue yourself

b. get rescued, or

, and

l2. A  a type of PFD! provides the most amount of insulation and flotation and can
keep you alive for up to 24 hours in the water.

. 3. The best PFD for you is the one you wifl

. 4. In attempting a rescue:

and but never
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'3. You can reduce the number of drownings in Alaska and increase your chance of survival in
cold water by  check all correct answers!

knowing how to rescue someone

staying out of the water

swimming to shore when you fall in

assuming the H.E.L.P. or Huddle position

swimming out to save a drowning victim

I 0. If you accidentally end up in the water, you have three options:

I 1. List the five areas on your body where a lot of heat is lost:

.5. List five items that can assist you in an attempted rescue:

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0~ tO ~ 0 ~ 0 ~



COlO WATER SURVIVAL SKIllS QUIi: WITH ANSWERS

Student Name

I, What are the two factors that determine how long you will survive in cold water>

Flotation

Insulation

2. If your boat goes down and you can barely see the shore you should try to swim to shore.

True or False  circle correct answer!

3. If you can swim you should swim out to a drowning victim to try to save him or her.

True or False  circle correct answer!

4. If you are by yourself in the water, use the
 H.E.L.P., Huddle!

position,

5. A float coat i~ a type III Personal Flotation Device.

True ot False  circle correct answer!

6. If your skiff overturns and is still floating you should  check the correct answer!:

swim to shore

X stay with the boat

7. List four reasons why Alaska has so many drowning victims.

1. The t don't wear PFDs

2. Water is cold

3. Alaskans s end more time around water

4. Man were drinkin alcohol

6. Man don't know water rescue skills
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8. All waters in Alaska are so cold that hetng in any Alaska water for a while can lead to h~othermia.



9, You can reduce the number of drownings in Alaska and increase your chance of survival in
cold v, ater by  check all correct answers!

X knowing how to rescue someone
X staying out of the water

swimming to shore when you fall in
assuming the H.F.L.P. or Huddle position
swimming out to save a drowning nctim

10. If you accidentally end up in the water, you have three options:

a. rescue yourself
b. get rescued, or
c. d<e

11. List the five areas on your body where a lot. ol heat is lost:

Head, Back, Sides, Groin, and A~rm irs.

12. A sur vival suit  a type of PFD! provides the most insulation and flotation and can keep you alive for
up to 24 hours in the water,

13. The best PFD for you is the one you will wear.

14. In attempting a rescue:

Reach throw and tow but never o.

15. List five items that can assist you in an attempted rescue:

 Answers can vary!

I, Oar

2. ~Ro e

3. ~Clochin

4. Branch

5. PFD
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